Name: ..................................................................................  Class: ..................................

Numbers

Number word application

Use the number words to answer the following questions by filling in the blank spaces

0 - zero  2 - two  3 - three  4 - four  5 - five  6 - six
7 - seven  8 - eight  9 - nine  10 - ten  11 - eleven
12 - twelve

1) Two comes after ______________________

2) Eight is one more than _________________

3) Four comes between _______ and ________

4) Eight comes before ___________________

5) Seven is two less than ________________

6) Eleven is between ________and __________

7) Which number comes after nine __________?
Number word application

Use the number words to answer the following questions by filling in the blank spaces.

1) Two comes after __________ three

2) Eight is one more than __________ Seven

3) Four comes between ___three___ and ___five___

4) Eight comes before __________ nine

5) Seven is two less than __________ nine

6) Eleven is between ___ten___ and ___twelve___

7) Which number comes after nine ___ten___?